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rather than concentrate on the role big boss plays
in metal gear solid v: the phantom pain, let us
concentrate on big boss himself and how he

manipulates the player. big boss is a fully realized
character whose actions do not occur in a vacuum,
instead taking place within the context of the world
and its politics. his decision to sacrifice his own life

and stay with zero is an attempt to preserve the
ideals of freedom and democracy, and even though

he is fighting a force that is ultimately corrupt, in
his heart of hearts, he knows that it is a force that

must be fought. big boss may not be a hero, but he
is the hero we want to be. while he may have made

some mistakes in his life, he has never been a
monster and he has always had the good of the

people at heart, and in the final act of metal gear
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solid v: the phantom pain, he provides the final
sacrifice that will save the world. though the

symbiote-impregnated quill creates zeros, big boss
is a powerful and charismatic leader who's able to
expand his influence beyond the patriots' network.
by the time of portable ops, zeros forces have been
put in charge of the entirety of the americas. after
a failed assassination attempt on big boss and the

revelation that zeros has a lover named leona - who
also happens to be a fellow american - snake
attempts to discover the truth behind zero's

"nationalist" movement; but leona intentionally
deceives him and attempts to kill him. over the

course of a series of escalating confrontations with
leona, snake comes to realize that zeros and his
american allies are a cunning and manipulative

cabal seeking to seize control of the world through
a globalist agenda - by means of both terrorism and

social control - that has been enacted upon the
world's populace since the end of world war ii.
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Players will also encounter a variety of enemies,
ranging from weak foot soldiers to tanks. Killing

enemy soldiers upgrades their bodies in a variety of
ways, increasing health, reload speed and weapon

damage. Death is permanent and continues to
deduct health until the player has zero health.

Players can also injure enemy soldiers, making the
game a mix of traditional shooter and strategy

gameplay. There are also upgrade and item options
available at each level, giving the player an

advantage on the battlefield. The player usually
starts with only three units, fighting with minimum
armament, and has to unlock new equipment along
the way. In Soldiers, weapons and other items are

given to the player when he takes a specific
number of objectives. Each mission has a minimum

number of objectives to complete before moving
on. Combat is varied and requires the players skill

and initiative. Each mission has a different strategy
and can be tackled in many ways. The biggest

difference between Men of War and Soldiers is the
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number of units. Players control as many as 60
units in the war-torn city of... In Faces of War and

Soldiers, the player controls as many as 60 units, in
co-op with up to 2 allies. In Men of War, the player

has complete control over a squad of ten units, with
each group having a line of defence and the

capability to create their own tactics. Each squad is
composed of two types of soldiers, the heavy and

the lighter. 5ec8ef588b
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